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Study Leaders
Experience each engaging scene of the moving Passion Play in the 

open‑air Passionspielhaus theater, which holds almost 5,000 people.

Nestled in the storybook landscapes of the 
Bavarian Alps, more than 2,000 residents of Oberammergau 
stage one of the world’s greatest performances—the extraordinary 
Passion Play, founded on unique local history and a legacy that 
encompasses nearly four centuries. Join us for a once‑in‑a‑lifetime 
opportunity to experience the 42nd production of this time‑honored 
tradition. Spend two nights in the Oberammergau region, with 
a Danube River cruise aboard the exclusively chartered, deluxe 
AMADEUS BRILLIANT through Hungary, Austria, Germany and Slovakia. 
Special tickets, unavailable to the general public, have been 
procured for your Passion Play experience. Visit four 
world‑class cities and a host of UNESCO World Heritage sites, 
including Budapest and its Castle Quarter, Vienna and 
Schönbrunn Palace and Salzburg.

The safety and well‑being of our travelers remains our highest priority. Cruise lines 
and some other providers of services (as well as, potentially, some countries) require 
all passengers traveling on our programs to present confirmation of a full COVID‑19 
vaccination, and, as well, passengers may have to produce evidence of a recent negative 
COVID test. All our staff are committed to adhering to all health and safety protocols 
from the start of your trip to the end as directed by the United States Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention, overseas health officials as well as those protocols mandated 
by your cruise company (if applicable) and other suppliers of services. Detailed protocol 
information tailored to your travel program will be mailed to you along with additional 
pre‑departure information.

Activity Level 3:
A LITTLE MORE TO IT
Many of the cities and towns being visited were founded centuries ago, 
and the terrain is rugged. Therefore, a fair amount of walking along 
narrow cobblestone streets, stone floors or uneven and/or slippery 
terrain and climbing several flights of stairs (some without railings) is 
to be expected. Walking excursions often cover distances of at least one 
mile and are approximately three hours in length.

As this brochure goes to print we have 
not yet confirmed the Harvard study 

leader. We intend, however, that you will 
be joined by a Harvard lecturer who will 
enhance your travel experience. You will 
discover that our lecturers are not only 
first‑rate scholars and teachers but also 
friendly traveling companions, eager to 
share their insights through conversation 
as well as in scheduled presentations.

Dartmouth Study Leader:
Jane Carroll is senior lecturer in art 
history at Dartmouth, specializing in 
the art of Northern Europe 

from late medieval times to the 
Early Modern period. She has researched 
and written on Dutch and German art, 
focusing on how artworks argue for 
selected religious ideology, both during 
the reform of the religious orders and 
during the Reformation. Her other 
interests include early prints, and the 
role of women in the arts, especially 
during the Middle Ages. Recently she 
has expanded her research to explore 
depictions of marriage. Fluent in German, 
she spent five years living in Munich and 
looks forward to sharing her love of 
Southern Germany.

Photo Credits: Alamy, Age Fotostock, 
Glow Images, Oberammergau 
Passionsspiele 2020, Shutterstock; 
all images are rights managed and cannot 
be used without permission.
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Schedule by Day

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, 
JUNE 21 AND 22
U.S.
Depart the U.S. for Budapest, 
Hungary’s historical capital. 
Upon arrival, embark the 
AMADEUS BRILLIANT, your 
exclusively chartered, deluxe 
small river ship, and attend the 
Captain’s welcome reception and 
dinner. (R,D)

THURSDAY, JUNE 23
Budapest, Hungary
Austrian‑born, Archduke Joseph 
is credited with creating in 
Budapest an imperial capital that 
rivaled Vienna. The embankments 
of the centuries‑old twin 
cities of Buda and Pest; and 
the Buda Castle Quarter are 
a designated UNESCO World 
Heritage site.
 Begin your tour in 
Pest to see the neo‑Gothic 
Parliament Building. Pass through 
Heroes’ Square and admire 
the monuments honoring the 
Magyar chiefs who conquered 
Hungary. See the 19th‑century, 
Hungarian State Opera House. 
Cross the Chain Bridge linking 
river‑level Pest to the hills of Buda. 
Visit the late‑19th‑century, 
neo‑Romanesque Fisherman’s 
Bastion on Castle Hill and explore 
the Gothic‑style St. Matthias 
Church, where Charles I, the last 
Habsburgian ruler, was coronated 
in 1916. (B,L,D)

FRIDAY, JUNE 24
Bratislava, Slovakia
Bratislava is nestled in the 
foothills of the impressive 
Carpathian mountain range, 
Slovakia’s charming capital 

depicts 21st‑century life amid its 
1,000‑year‑old history. On a guided 
tour of the Old Town, walk among a 
sampling of central Europe’s finest 
19th‑century architecture. Visit the 
Romanesque, 14th‑century 
Cathedral of St. Martin and the 
elaborate Primatial Palace, 
and see St. Michael’s Gate, 
Bratislava’s oldest preserved 
medieval fortification.
 Enjoy time at leisure in 
Bratislava before cruising through 
Austria’s fertile Donau‑Auen 
National Park. (B,L,D)

SATURDAY, JUNE 25
Vienna, Austria
Former seat of the Habsburg 
Empire, Vienna’s historical center is 
a UNESCO World Heritage open‑air 
museum of splendid Baroque 
architecture. Enjoy a panoramic tour 
featuring its famous Ringstrasse, 
showcasing the Vienna State Opera 
House and Hofburg Palace. Visit the 
iconic, Gothic‑style Stephansdom 
(St. Stephen’s Cathedral).
 After lunch on board 
the ship, visit the UNESCO 
World Heritage‑designated 
Schönbrunn Palace and Gardens, 
the lavish summer estate 
of the imperial Habsburgs. 
It was here that a six‑year‑old 
Mozart first performed for 
Empress Maria Theresa and 
her daughter, Marie Antoinette, 
the future queen of France. 
Enjoy time to stroll the sprawling, 
English‑style gardens. (B,L,D)

SUNDAY, JUNE 26
Melk
This morning, cruise Danube’s 
Wachau Valley, a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site, where terraced 
vineyards blanket hillsides 
dotted with ruins of medieval 
castles. Arrive in Melk and visit 

the impressive 900‑year‑old 
Benedictine Abbey, an Austrian 
Baroque masterpiece by Paul Troger. 
Showcasing 18th‑century ceiling 
frescoes and relics, this beautiful 
kirche (church), houses the 
perfectly intact, 16th‑century 
altarpiece by Danube School master 
Jörg Breu the Elder. A prestigious 
center of scholarship throughout 
the Middle Ages, the abbey’s library 
is today a repository of 100,000 
medieval manuscripts.
 Enjoy an afternoon of 
engaging lectures on the ship before 
the Captain’s farewell dinner. (B,L,D)

MONDAY, JUNE 27
Passau, Germany/
Salzburg, Austria/
Oberammergau, Germany
Disembark in Passau and transfer 
to the UNESCO World Heritage site 
of Salzburg. Explore the Alter Markt, 
where burghers’ houses date 
back to the Middle Ages; see the 
17th‑century, Salzburg Cathedral. 
Walk through Mirabell Gardens 
and St. Peter’s Cemetery—one 
of the world’s oldest and most 
beautiful cemeteries. Enjoy time 
at leisure to stroll the picturesque 
arcades of Salzburg’s famous 
pedestrian lane, Getreidegasse.
 Continue through the scenic 
Bavarian Alps to a charming hotel 
near Oberammergau. Dinner is 
included in the hotel this evening. 
(B,L,D)

TUESDAY, JUNE 28
Oberammergau Passion Play
The village of Oberammergau 
is synonymous with the great 
Passion Play produced here only 
once every 10 years.

Walk the streets of 
Oberammergau and admire 
the frescoed murals adorning the 
walls and façades of the village.

Stroll through the Baroque pleasure gardens of 
Mirabell Palace in the heart of Salzburg.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT ALUMNI.HARVARD.EDU/TRAVEL



Details will be provided with your reservation confirmation.

 This afternoon, from specially 
reserved seats, enjoy the 
2022 Passion Play, featuring 
a cast of all local residents 
and extraordinary stage sets. 
During intermission, enjoy a dinner 
of traditional Bavarian fare. (B,L,D)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 29
Oberammergau/
Neuschwanstein Castle/
Munich
En route, stop at King Ludwig II’s 
fairy‑tale Neuschwanstein, one of 
the world’s most photographed 
castles and the Romanesque 
Revival inspiration for Disneyland’s 
Sleeping Beauty Castle. 
Lunch is included. (B,L)

THURSDAY, JUNE 30
Munich
History comes alive in the 
800‑year‑old city of Munich, 
Bavaria’s historic capital, 
known for its artistic culture and 
beauty. Visit the 17th‑century, 
Baroque Nymphenburg Palace, 
birthplace of King Ludwig II and 
former summer residence of 
Bavarian royalty, and stroll 
through the palace’s gardens.
 Enjoy the Munich walking 
tour featuring the Königsbau 
(King’s building) of the Residenz, 
the former royal palace complex. 
Stroll down Maximilianstrasse 
and see the 16th‑century 
Hofbräuhaus, a three‑floor 

beer hall, and lively 
Viktualienmarkt, the city’s 
open‑air market. In Marienplatz, 
marvel at the neo‑Gothic façade 
of the New Town Hall, and 
Glockenspiel’s life‑sized figures 
performing the traditional 
Coopers’ Dance.
 Enjoy an afternoon at leisure 
before the farewell reception in the 
hotel this evening. (B,R)

FRIDAY, JULY 1
Munich/U.S.
After breakfast, continue on the 
Berlin and Potsdam Post‑Program 
Option or transfer to the airport for 
your return flight to the U.S. (B)

Cruise along the Danube River through the stunning natural beauty 
of the Wachau Valley landscape, a UNESCO World Heritage site.

Stroll through the Baroque pleasure gardens of 
Mirabell Palace in the heart of Salzburg.

See 900‑year‑old Melk Abbey, originally an opulent Baroque 
palace, now a museum and learning center.

Hungarian Tradition in Budapest
PRE‑PROGRAM OPTION
$995 per person, double occupancy
$1,495 per person, single occupancy

Budapest’s majestic hills and artistic, bohemian 
avenues are sure to captivate you. Visit the stately, 
Gothic Revival‑style Parliament Building, one of 
Europe’s oldest legislative buildings and Hungary’s 
largest; and enjoy an excursion into Hungary’s great, 
protected Puszta (plains), for an expert display of 
master horsemanship and a traditional regional lunch. 
Enjoy river‑view accommodations for two nights in the 
Five‑Star INTERCONTINENTAL BUDAPEST.
 
Berlin and Potsdam
$1,295 per person, double occupancy
$1,745 per person, single occupancy

POST‑PROGRAM OPTION
Known for its world‑class museums and eclectic 
architecture, Berlin is one of Europe’s preeminent cultural 
centers. Enjoy the city tour and visit the Wall Museum at 
Checkpoint Charlie, the former border crossing between 
East and West Berlin. Explore the Pergamon Museum 
on UNESCO World Heritage‑designated Museum Island. 
In nearby Potsdam, visit Cecilienhof Palace, built from 
1913 to 1917 as a country manor, and tour Sanssouci 
Palace, the former summer palace of Frederick the Great 
and a UNESCO World Heritage site. Accommodations are 
for three nights in the deluxe WESTIN GRAND BERLIN HOTEL.



Trip Registration  
Is Easy
Step 1: Click this link: 
alumni.harvard.edu/haatripform

Step 2: Fill out the online form 
with your contact information and 
payment details.

Step 3: Look for an email 
confirmation from HAA.

 
  

Terms & Conditions
AA&D Community Expectations: Harvard University 
Alumni Affairs & Development (AA&D) programs and 
volunteer opportunities respect the rights, differences, and 
dignity of others. Those taking part in AA&D activities, 
including travel programs developed by Harvard Alumni 
Travels for the Harvard Alumni Association (HAA), are 
expected to demonstrate honesty, integrity, and civility and 
are accountable for their conduct with University alumni, 
students, parents, volunteers, employees, and invitees.
AA&D reserves the right to suspend services to—and to 
exclude from participation in AA&D programs—any person 
whose inappropriate behavior adversely affects the safety, 
well‑being, and inclusion of community members.

CONTRACT: Harvard Alumni Association does not itself conduct 
tours, but instead partners with several different tour operators 
to offer a broad range of travel programs. Tour participants 
contract directly with tour operators, although HAA is available 
to act as a liaison with tour operators should participants have 
any questions or concerns. HAA is not responsible for performing 
any of the tour operator’s obligations. The tour operator for this 
program is Gohagan & Company, based in Chicago, IL.
MAIN PROGRAM COST INCLUSIONS: Enrichment program 
of lectures and discussions; five nights aboard AMADEUS BRILLIANT; 
two nights at a Bavarian hotel in the Oberammergau region; 
two nights at the Hotel Bayerischer Hof; welcome and farewell 
receptions; all meals throughout cruise; complimentary house 
wine and beer served with most group meals; complimentary 
WIFI access throughout ship; taxes; all excursions, transfers, and 
visits per the itinerary with local guides; transfers and luggage 
handling abroad if your arrival(s)/departure(s) coincide with the 
scheduled group transfer(s); gratuities to local guides and drivers 
on included excursions and transfers; all tips to ships staff
PROGRAM COST EXCLUSIONS: International airfare from 
the U.S.; baggage charges on aircraft; local departure air taxes; 
airport facility taxes and federal inspection fees not listed in the 
“Inclusions” section; transfers and baggage handling to/from 
airport on day(s) of arrival and/or departure if you are arriving 
earlier or later than scheduled group transfer(s); passport fees; 
visas and fees for obtaining visas; personal expenses such as 
laundry, telephone calls, and internet access; accident/sickness, 
trip cancellation and baggage insurance; gratuities to hotel 
personnel, optional sightseeing excursions; meals and beverages 
not listed in the “Inclusions” section; and all other services not 
specifically mentioned in the “Inclusions” section. If necessary, 
costs of the Rapid Antigen Test necessary for the re‑entry back 
into the United States. Gohagan & Company will set up the test, 
but the actual cost will be the responsibility of the traveler.
PROGRAM SIZE: AMADEUS BRILLIANT can accommodate up to 168 
passengers for this voyage. Harvard passengers will be joined by 
guests from the co‑sponsoring institutions of Dartmouth, The 
National Trust for Historic Preservation, Vanderbilt, and Yale, as 
well as potential independent travelers. HAA reserves the right 
to cancel the program, levy a small group surcharge, and/or 
send the program without a Harvard study leader. HAA retains 
the right to add staff members and/or invited guests to any 
group departures regardless of the stated group‑size limitation.
RESERVATIONS, DEPOSITS, & FINAL PAYMENT: To reserve a 
space on this program, a $1,000 deposit is required per person. 
Reservations are acknowledged in order of receipt until the 
maximum enrollment has been reached. Final payment is due 
March 18, 2022 (95 days before departure), payable by credit 

card or check payable to “Gohagan & Company”. Participants 
will receive an invoice directly from Gohagan & Company for all 
subsequent payments after the initial deposit.
PARTICIPANT CANCELLATIONS & REFUNDS: Notification 
of cancellation must be received in writing by HAA from the 
participant. The following cancellation fees will be applied: No fees 
for cancellations received 96 days or more prior to departure. 
Cancellations received between 95 and 61 days prior to departure 
will be assessed a cancellation fee of 50% of the trip cost; with 
the remaining 50% issued as a trip credit, usable on a future 
Gohagan & Company trip which commences on or before 
December 31, 2023. Cancellations received between 60 and 45 
days prior to departure will be assessed a cancellation fee of 75% 
of the trip cost, with the remaining 25% issued as a trip credit. 
Cancellations received 44 days or less prior to departure will be 
assessed a cancellation fee of 100% of the trip cost. In addition, 
for bookings any applicable airline cancellation fees, optional 
excursions cancellation fees and administrative fees may apply.
TRIP INSURANCE: Neither HAA nor the tour operator, 
including all representatives, employees, and agents, will take 
responsibility for any costs or losses incurred or suffered 
by a participant, or a participant’s dependents or traveling 
companions before, during or after the tour. This includes, 
without limitation, cancellation or curtailment of the tour, 
emergency evacuation expenses, medical expenses, repatriation 
expenses, or damage/theft/loss of personal baggage, money, 
and goods. As noted below, neither HAA nor its tour operators 
shall be liable for any airline cancellation penalty incurred by 
the purchase of a nonrefundable airline ticket or for any other 
expenses incurred by tour participants in preparing for the tour.
HAA highly recommends the purchase of trip insurance to cover 
unforeseen trip interruptions, cancellations, lost baggage, and 
emergency medical assistance and evacuation. Participants may 
purchase trip insurance through any provider. HAA will provide 
information from one provider, Redpoint Resolutions, upon 
confirmation, which will detail available options. If a participant 
purchases a trip insurance policy from Redpoint Resolutions 
within a 14‑day window, then the pre‑existing medical conditions 
exclusion will be waived, and the participant will be eligible to 
purchase the “Cancel for Any Reason” upgrade. The 14‑day 
window begins on the first day the participant’s trip deposits 
become non‑refundable. For participants who utilize a trip 
credit to book the trip, the 14‑day window starts the first day 
the participant is subject to financial penalty for cancellation, 
including full or partial loss of the trip credit. An insurance 
policy, when issued, shall constitute a contract only between the 
participant and the insurance provider. HAA will not intervene in 
any transactional issues or claim disputes between the participant 
and the insurance provider.
AIR ARRANGEMENTS: International airfare is not included 
in the cost of the program. The tour operator can assist you 
with your air arrangements. Neither the Harvard Alumni 
Association nor the tour operator accepts the liability for any 
airline cancellation penalty incurred by the purchase of a 
non‑refundable airline ticket. The air ticket when issued shall 
constitute the sole contract between the passenger and the 
airline concerned. Airfare is subject to change and availability 
and is nonrefundable. Your airline ticket constitutes a contract 
between you and the airline, even if purchased through Operator.
WHAT TO EXPECT / PHYSICAL HEALTH: : Due to the 
prevalence of SARS‑CoV‑2 (COVID‑19), participants should 
anticipate rules and restrictions to be enforced at airports, on 

http://alumni.harvard.edu/haatripform
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flights, and at country entry points, as well as protocols in place 
during the program to reduce the risk of COVID‑19 transmission. 
Updates will be provided closer to departure.
All participants must be in overall good health to participate 
in a HAA trip. All programs require physical independence and 
mobility: participants must be able to embark or disembark 
all conveyances used on the program alone or with minimal 
assistance from a traveling companion and must be able to 
climb stairs and step over raised thresholds without assistance. 
Participants requiring assistance must travel with a companion 
who will be responsible for handling any required equipment. 
Any physical or mental health condition that may require special 
medical attention or physical assistance must be disclosed 
in writing prior to booking so that HAA and the tour operator 
may evaluate whether participation is feasible. All participants 
should consult with their doctor about whether they can meet 
the physical requirements of their trip and must complete and 
return any medical forms required by the tour operator.
Participants with dietary restrictions also must make these 
known to the tour operator well before departure, otherwise 
the tour operator may not be able to accommodate them.
PREPARING FOR THE TOUR: Participants will be provided 
with comprehensive pre‑departure travel information, 
including specific suggestions for packing.
CHANGES IN ITINERARY, PROGRAM, STAFFING & COSTS:
The itinerary is subject to change at the discretion of HAA and the 
tour operator. HAA reserves the right to change program dates, 
staff (including study leader), itineraries, or accommodations 
as conditions warrant. HAA further reserves the right to cancel 
programs, levy a small group surcharge, send a program without 
a study leader and/or withdraw HAA sponsorship from a program. 
Please note that all participants are bound to the cancellation 
fee schedule and other terms and conditions of the program 
regardless of whether HAA takes any of these actions. Participants 
making deviations from the scheduled itinerary do so at their 
own expense. All prices quoted are based on prevailing fuel prices, 
airfares, and currency exchange rates in effect as of the date of 
this publication and are subject to change.
FAILURE TO OPERATE THE TOUR OR CANCELLATION OF THE 
TOUR BY THE TOUR OPERATOR: If the tour operator fails to 
operate the tour or cancels the tour, except as a direct result of 
adverse weather conditions, strikes, local laws, hostilities, wars, 
terrorist acts, significant health concerns (such as epidemics or 
pandemics requiring significant travel disruptions), or other such 
causes beyond HAA and the tour operator’s reasonable control 
(Force Majeure Events), then the tour operator shall refund all 
monies received from tour participants. If the tour operator’s 
failure to operate the tour or cancellation of the tour is a direct 
result of a Force Majeure Event, then the tour operator may 
provide tour participants a refund consisting, in whole or in part, 
of credit toward future travel. Tours also shall be cancelled if the 
U. S. State Department, another U.S. government agency, or a 
relevant local government agency issues a statement within sixty 
(60) days of tour departure to the effect that American citizens 
or others should not travel except for essential reasons to any 
of the destinations on the itinerary for that tour. In such case, 
the tour operator will provide an alternate tour with a revised 
or substitute itinerary and may provide tour participants who 
choose not to travel on the alternate itinerary a refund consisting, 
in whole or in part, of credit toward future travel.
CURTAILMENT OF THE TOUR BY THE TOUR OPERATOR: If 
a tour is curtailed after it has begun, either as a direct result of 
a Force Majeure Event, or because the U. S. State Department, 
another U.S. government agency, or a relevant local government 
agency has issued a statement to the effect that American citizens 
or others should not travel except for essential reasons to the 
remaining destinations on the itinerary for that tour, then the tour 
operator will take immediate steps to end the tour early and assist 
tour participants with travel arrangements back to their homes 
or other final destinations. In such a case, the tour operator may 
provide tour participants a refund for the number of missed days 
on the original tour consisting, in whole or in part, of credit toward 
future travel. The calculation for any such refund shall take into 
account any non‑recoverable prepayments, and any additional 
expenses incurred by the tour operator to wind up the tour early.
RESPONSIBILITY: The tour operator, its owners, and employees 
act only as agents for the various independent suppliers and 
contractors providing transportation, hotel accommodations, 
restaurants, and other services connected with this tour. Such 
travel, accommodations, and services are subject to the terms 
and conditions under which they are offered or provided, 
and HAA and the tour operator, along with their respective 

employees, agents, representatives, and assigns, accept no 
liability therefor. Neither HAA nor the tour operator assumes 
liability for any injury, damage, loss, accident, delay, or other 
irregularity which may be caused by the defect of any aircraft or 
vehicle or the negligence or default of any company or person 
engaged in carrying out or performing any of the services 
involved. Nor will HAA and the tour operator accept responsibility 
for losses, injury, damages, or expenses of any kind due to Force 
Majeure Events, other than as provided above. All services and 
accommodations are subject to the laws of the country in which 
they are provided. HAA and the tour operator reserve the right to 
make changes in the published itinerary whenever, in their sole 
judgment, they deem it necessary for the comfort, convenience, 
or safety of the tour participants. HAA and the tour operator 
may, in their sole judgment, decline to accept or retain any 
person as a tour participant. Baggage and personal effects are 
always the sole responsibility of their owners. The price of the 
program is given in good faith based on current tariffs and rates 
and is subject to change. Any increases in tariffs, exchange rates, 
or fuel prices will be passed onto participants. As part of the 
consideration and right to participate in a tour, each participant 
must sign this document and may be asked to sign a separate 
liability waiver and release form by the tour operator.
PERSONAL INFORMATION: HAA and the tour operator will not 
share participants’ personal information with third parties or 
make it publicly available except as follows: participants’ names, 
degree(s), home city, and email addresses may be included 
in the tour participant list that is distributed to tour staff and 
participants prior to departure; and relevant information about 
participants is shared with those contracted to provide tour 
services in the destination. Tour operators and their agents 
are prohibited from sharing or selling this information to 
other parties. Participants may opt out of sharing their email 
addresses with others on the tour participant list.
DISCLAIMER: Every reasonable effort has been made to 
ensure the accuracy of the information presented in this 
document. HAA is not responsible for errors in or damages 
resulting from the use of the information contained herein. 
Information contained in this document is subject to change.
ASSUMPTION OF RISK: Tour participants understand and agree 
that participation in the tour involves risks that include, without 
limitation, risks involved in: travel; political, legal, medical, social, 
economic, and weather conditions; standards of design, safety, 
and maintenance of buildings, public places, and conveyances 
that may differ from those to which they are accustomed; 
and health and safety standards that may differ from those to 
which they are accustomed. Without limiting the foregoing, tour 
participants understand and agree that there are risks associated 
with the possibility of an epidemic or pandemic, the trajectory 
of which may be unpredictable, and that as a result of such an 
epidemic or pandemic, local and national governments may 
enact border, travel, and stay‑at‑home restrictions, and health 
care systems may become overwhelmed. Tour participants 
recognize that they may be subjected to potential risks, illnesses, 
injuries, and even death and confirm that they have made their 
own investigation of these risks, understand them, and assume 
them knowingly and willingly. Knowing the risks described 
herein, tour participants agree, on behalf of their family, 
heirs, and personal representative(s), to assume all risks and 
responsibilities surrounding their participation in the tour.
RELEASE AND INDEMNIFICATION: By signing below (or by 
checking the respective box on the on‑line registration form), I 
certify that I am age 18 or older and that I have carefully read 
and freely signed these Travel Terms and Conditions on my 
own behalf and on behalf of all members of my party. To the 
maximum extent permitted by law, I release, hold harmless and 
agree to indemnify Harvard, and its officers, governing board 
members, faculty, staff, representatives, employees and agents, 
from and against any present or future claims, losses, liabilities, 
costs and expenses for injury to person or property, or for any 
other damage, which I may suffer, or for which I may be liable 
to any other person, related to my participation in the tour 
resulting from any cause, including but not limited to negligence 
on my part or on the part of any of the released parties.
I understand and agree that no oral or written representations 
can or will alter the contents of this document. I agree 
that this agreement shall be governed by the laws of the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts (excluding its conflict of 
laws principles), which shall be the forum for any lawsuits filed 
under or incident to this agreement or the tour.
QUESTIONS: Please call Harvard Alumni Travels at 800‑422‑
1636 or 617‑496‑0806, or email haatravels@harvard.edu.

mailto:haatravels@harvard.edu
http://ALUMNI.HARVARD.EDU/TRAVEL
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The elegant and meticulously crafted Amadeus Brilliant 
features all the comforts of a refined and traditional hotel.

The 76 stylish Staterooms and Suites are among 
the most spacious of any European river ship (162 to 
237 square feet). Suites and select Staterooms feature 
a French balcony (floor‑to‑ceiling sliding glass doors). 
Accommodations have two twin beds or one queen bed, 
individual climate control, sitting area and private bathroom 
with shower. Suites have a minibar.

The stylish restaurant offers scenic views through panoramic 
windows. Continental cuisine is served featuring fresh, 
local ingredients. Daily meals include early‑risers’ coffee, 
breakfast and lunch, afternoon tea, four‑course dinner with 
complimentary wine and beer, and late‑evening snack.

For your leisure time on board there are two bars, an open‑air 
lounge, a beauty salon, a boutique, a massage room, a fitness 
studio and the Sun Deck. Complimentary Wi‑Fi access is 
available (conditions permitting) and an elevator serves all 
passenger decks except the Sun Deck. There is no doctor 
on board.

The Amadeus fleet has earned the important “Green Globe 
Certificate” of environmental sustainability.

CATEGORY/DECK

Rates Per Person

CATEGORY 7 $4,565
Stateroom with small panoramic window. 
Haydn Deck, aft. (limited availability)

CATEGORY 6  $4,865
Stateroom with small panoramic window. 
Haydn Deck, forward. (limited availability)

CATEGORY 5  $5,565
Stateroom with small panoramic window. 
Haydn Deck, midship.

CATEGORY 4  $6,165
Stateroom with floor‑to‑ceiling panoramic window 
that lowers to French-balcony height; minibar. 
Strauss Deck, aft. (limited availability)

CATEGORY 3 $6,565
Stateroom with floor‑to‑ceiling panoramic window 
that lowers to French-balcony height; minibar. 
Strauss Deck, forward. (limited availability)

CATEGORY 2   $7,265
Stateroom with floor‑to‑ceiling panoramic window 
that lowers to French-balcony height; minibar. 
Strauss Deck, midship.

CATEGORY 1  $7,565
Stateroom with floor‑to‑ceiling panoramic window 
that lowers to French-balcony height; minibar. 
Mozart Deck, midship and aft.

JUNIOR SUITE  $8,265
Suite with Floor to ceiling window with 
French-balcony, sofa, bath robes and minibar. 
Mozart Deck, midship.

Single supplements apply across all categories at 160% 
of the per person double price.

Taxes and gratuities to ship personnel are included.
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